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We sell only the best tours available in Banderas 

Bay. By purchasing with us you are assured of your 

reservation and confirmation number, that you will 

be receiving your tickets, and all the information 

necessary for a fantastic day of fun. While there are 

many more tours available, we choose to show you 

only the best ones, to ensure you will have a great 

time, and will take home memories of a lifetime. We 

are always available to help you plan your vacation 

adventures. Thank you for choosing to do business 

with Best Puerto Vallarta Tours! LaLena Stewart, 

your personal guide and tour representative. 

     
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Best Puerto Vallarta Tours 

Paseo de la Marina Norte 500-13 

LaLena Stewart 044-322-102-3024 

Fax and Local #: (322) 221-2720 

Tollfree: 1-877-778-1883 US & CAN 
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Canopy Tours 

All of the canopy tours that we offer are very fun, and SAFE! Each one offers something slightly different 

from the others. If adventure is your thing, then this tour is for you. Fly through the air, like Tarzan and 

Jane, feel the wind as you cross from treetop to treetop or mountainside to mountainside (depending on 

the tour company you choose).  

We offer: Canopy River, El Eden Canopy, Los Veranos Canopy, La Vista Canopy, Canopy Adventure, and 

Outdoor Adventure, and Mountain Challenge. 

*The following persons are not permited to participate in these programs: Pregnant women, those suffering back, 

neck, shoulder, hand, or arm problems or injuries. These are active tours. 

 

El Eden: Set of the Arnold Swartznegger movie The Predator. Situated on the Mismaloya River, this 

lush jungle location provides a variety of activities for a whole day of fun. Not only the Canopy El Eden, 

but a water slide in the river, a deep swimming-hole complete with a rope for flying out over the river 

to drop in. The river also has a wading area for smaller children. If you choose not to do the Canopy, you 

can go as a passenger and you can wait for your group under the giant palapa restaurant on the river‟s 

edge. A Tequila tasting is included in this tour as well. This Canopy is mountainside to mountainside.  

 

This Canopy is located south of town approximately 30 mins. Min. age 6, Min. height 4 ft., Children’s prices apply for 

6-11 yrs. 12 and over Adult pricing, Max. Weight 250 lbs. Approx. 4 ½ hours. 

 

Los Veranos Canopy: This Canopy zip-line is set further up the Mismaloya River. Surrounded by 

the lush jungle, you will fly from treetop to treetop landing and taking off from platforms. After you 

finish playing Tarzan, if you are brave enough, you can wrap yourself in the embrace of a Boa 

Constrictor, or hold a Tarantula, or the cute Monkeys. The kids and kids at heart can slide down to the 
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river from the restaurant, or just sit and enjoy a wonderful lunch. This Canopy is located south of town 

approximately 45mins.  

 

 

Min. age 7, min. height 4 ft., Children’s prices apply for 7-11 yrs. 12 and over Adult pricing, max. Weight 250 lbs. 

Approx 4 ½ hours. *This tour is also available in an ATV/Canopy Combo. 

 

Canopy Adventure: This is the original Canopy here in Puerto Vallarta. Vallarta Adventures 

Canopy Adventure has added other interesting challenges in their course. A Tarzan swinging rope gives 

you more of the vine like feel while you fly through the air; also there are suspended bridges, and 

repelling down to the ground, when you are done. This Canopy is also treetop to treetop, and located north of 

town approximately 45 mins.  

Min. age 8, min. height 4 ft., Children’s prices apply for 8-11 yrs. 12 and over Adult pricing, max. Weight 250 lbs. 

Approx 4 ½ hours. 
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La Vista Canopy:  Located at Rancho Las Vegas in the mountains, it is named for the view. 

Passengers are allowed on this Canopy Tour without participating, and they also get the Tequila tasting. 

The free roaming little deer might snack off of your nacho plate if you‟re not careful; the restaurant is 

under the palapa at the ranch. After the Canopy head over to the Tequila Distillery to taste some of the 

delicious flavors and premium aged Tequilas. This canopy is mountain side to mountain side. This Canopy 

is located north of town approximately 45mins.  

Min. age 7, min. height 4 ft., Children’s prices apply for 7-11 yrs. 12 and over Adult pricing, max. Weight 250 lbs. 

Approximately 4 ½ hours. *This tour is also available in an ATV/Canopy Combo. 

 

 

 

River Canopy: This beautiful little patch of jungle is located in the heart of Vallarta. Head up the 

rough roads of the mountains in the heart of town to find a spectacular view, when the tour is done; you 

ride the horses back up the mountain. A wonderful fun filled day close to town, enjoy a snack afterwards 

under the palapa at the restaurant. This canopy is also mountain side to mountain side. Canopy River is 

located only 3 miles from Downtown. Min. age 7, min. height 4 ft. Approx  4 ½ 
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Children’s prices apply for 7-11 yrs.  12 and over Adult pricing, Max. Weight 250 lbs. hours. **This tour is also 

available in an ATV/Canopy Combo. 

 

Mountain Challenge: Feel the adrenaline rush as you repel down our 105 ft. cliff and fly through 

the air on Puerto Vallarta‟s Newest Canopy Zip Lines. After flying on the 13 lines, we will scale the 

mountain to repel down the otherside.  

 

 

Children under 12 are not allowed for this activity. 
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Outdoor Challenge: If you are more adventurous than the average person, then this is the one for 

you. Your day will be filled with a variety of activities. You will first travel by high-speed inflatable boat, 

then jump into the Mercedes Benz 4x4 all purpose vehicles, and upon arrival you will journey to your 

starting point by mule (or burros). Now the fun begins! Rappelling down a waterfall, zip lining into the 

river, and cable crossing the river! We teach you how to repel with assistance, then you can walk down 

the water-fall, and then free repel from our 100 ft. free standing platform. Feel the thrill! 

 

**Leaves from the Main Marina Terminal & Available: Monday – Saturday, Min. Age 10, Min. Height 4 ft., Max. 

Weight 250 lbs. Appox. 6 hours. 

 

 

ATVs, Rhino Carts (Tom Cars), and Dune Buggies 

Offering The Botanical Gardens, Rio Cuale, Mayto, Yelapa, and Chacala, all tours south of town. Dune Buggies and 

Rhino Carts/Tom Cars are also available. 

ATVs: Available in Nuevo Vallarta and Puerto Vallarta. Rhino Carts/Tom Cars also available. 

Sierra Madre Expedition: We'll be escorted by Unimog into the remote, traditional villages of 

the Mexican Outback to uncover the ecosystem and wildlife of the mountains and jungles of the Sierra 

Madre. Escaping the suburbs of Vallarta in our specially designed Mercedes Benz Unimog jeeps, we'll take 

you on a voyage of discovery over 4 X 4 only terrain, through mountain streams, and past long 
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forgotten settlements on our way to reach the heart of the Sierra Madre's. We'll visit a local Mexican 

home, where you'll savor freshly prepared corn tortillas, beans, and salsas hand-made on the spot. We 

then venture deeper into the forest, where our expert eco-guides take you on an extraordinary 45-

minute educational nature hike, inspiring you to explore the wonderful flora and fauna tucked away 

under the canopy of the jungle. 

 

 

Botanical Gardens: Set off from the orchid-lined expanses of the Botanical Gardens on an 

expedition through the rain forest south of Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. Passing through back roads and trails we 

make our way to the, Don Chendo Tequila factory. The bi-lingual Tequila guides give us an in-depth explanation on 

how the Tequila is made. Samples are offered of roasted almond tequila liquor, chocolate coffee & vanilla liquor, 

Tequila Blanco, Reposado (2-11 months in barrel), or Anejo Tequila (more than 1 year in the barrel). Next we‟ll 

visit the infamous Chico‟s Paradise, where we‟ll watch cliff divers, then cool off by body surfing the river 

and plunging over a waterfall slide to a pool 5 feet below. Exciting and fun! Then it‟s back to the 

Botanical Gardens, where we can enjoy a delicious meal (not included in price) at the Plantation 

Restaurant overlooking the river below. Duration: 4 Hrs **ATV/Rhino Cart 

 

 

Rio Cuale: This off-road ATV/Rhino Cart adventure up the River Cuale into the Sierra Madre 

Mountains above Puerto Vallarta. We will stop along the way so that you can take pictures of the 
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breathtaking views of Puerto Vallarta‟s natural beauty. We first pass through Mexican villages where locals 

are playing and working, cowboys are herding cattle, & the river is flowing right beside us. We splash 

through rivers and around curves until we make our way to a hidden Jungle Bar for a soda or beer and 

a cool fresh water bath in the Las Pilitas waterfall. This is a beautiful setting to relax in with enormous 

trees and lush tropical rain forest. There are 5 different swimming holes, and even a 15 foot cliff jump if 

you‟re feeling extra adventurous. Next stop is at the River Canopy where we are guided on a tequila tour 

to enjoy a drink above the river and mountains. Then, we will head back down the mountain to a river 

restaurant for lunch (not included) for a fresh and authentic Mexican meal. **This tour is not available by 

Dune Buggy.  Duration: 3 ½ Hrs 

 

 

Mayto ATV Tour: In just one day you can change your entire vacation with this tour and look at 

Mexico through different eyes. We will pass through the jungle and through small villages on the ATVs 

until we reach the fishing village of Tehuamixtle. Here we will take time to enjoy a fresh seafood lunch 

(not included in price), and you can enjoy the relaxed lifestyle of the „real‟ Mexico. This is where pelicans 

line the docks, and fishermen walk from their boats directly to the restaurants - you can‟t get seafood 

any fresher than that! The last stop is beautiful secluded Mayto Beach.  
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Here, we‟ll visit the University of Guadalajara‟s Sea Turtle Research Center (seasonal) and during the 

breeding season you can see baby sea turtles, and even help dig holes to find babies hatching in their nest. 

Next we will visit the rustic beachfront Hotel El Rinconcito where you can relax in their hammocks, and 

enjoy the gentle breeze of the afternoon, swim in the ocean, or ride ATVs or horses on the beach. The 

beach at Mayto is so beautiful, it is beyond words.  

 

**This tour is only available by ATV.   Minimum reservation: 2.    Duration: Approximately 7 hrs. 

 

Yelapa/Chacala ATV Tour: Get off the beaten track. We start out from the colonial town of El 

Tuito, head into the Sierra Madre Mountains, driving back roads and trails; you will enjoy beautiful 

mountain scenery. We arrive at Don Tino's Hacienda el Divisadero; located in the village of Guasimas. You 

will get a chance to explore this incredible hacienda. We will see the Raicilla making process (a local drink 

unique to Puerto Vallarta). At the hacienda, we'll have a chance to eat a traditional ranch lunch (not 

included), you will have a chance to see the ancient Petroglyphs. Our next is the natural hot springs of 

Agua Caliente, a fresh and warm natural mineral bath where we can soak in the pure waters. As we 

continue on to explore the small villages of Chacala and Mascotita. Next stop one of the most beautiful 

vista points in all of Mexico. The view from Yelapa Tapa looking down at Yelapa will take your breath 

away.  
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*This tour is available by ATV only.    Min. reservation: 2    Duration: Approximately 7 hrs.  

 

  

 

Tomcars: In a quick 10-15 minutes from the office the convoy will arrive at trailhead located at the 

base of the Sierra Madre Mountain Range. Then it´s time to cut loose and let the cars do the heavy 

lifting. Drivers and riders will both enjoy an off-road experience with plenty of varied terrain, including 

exciting climbs, daring descents and passes over small creeks and rivers. The winding road climbs up the 

mountain range giving you breathtaking views of the entire city of Puerto Vallarta and the surrounding 

jungle. You will want to take a few breaks during to capture a few photos. 

 

The midpoint of the tour is marked by your arrival at Rancho Las Vegas. Here at the ranch you will have 

time to relax and enjoy lunch, explore the beautiful river, or kick back in the shade in a hammock. After 

a nice break, the adventure continues with even more challenging jungle treks, river crossings and new 

places to discover… To find out what happens next, book you tour today! Duration: Approx 3 ½ hrs.  

 

**For the above tours ALL Drivers must be 16 yrs. and older (except Tomcars 18 yrs). Items may get wet during trip so be 

prepared. Driver’s License or I.D. for identification and Credit Card are required for safety deposit in case of damage or theft. Guests 

must arrive 30 minutes prior to tour departure. 100% charge for NO SHOW or cancellations less than 24 hours in advance. Tours 

run rain or shine. 
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Snorkeling Beach Tours  

**Note: All the featured Water Tours include Continental Breakfast, Lunch of varying types, and open-bar, except 

the half-day tours. 

Yelapa: The locals with their pet Parrots, iguanas, along with artisans, musicians, and local treats like 

homemade Yelapa Pie and Raicilla (similar to Tequila), 

 

make Yelapa a tropical paradise not to be missed. Join us on an exploration of Banderas Bay, and 

Discover Yelapa! We will head out across Banderas Bay keeping an eye out for the year-round, as well as 

the seasonal marine life. Dolphins, Giant Manta Rays, Sea Turtles, Whales (seasonal), and a wide variety 

of marine birds are all common to see here. We will stop to snorkel at one of the beautiful secluded coves, 

Majahuitas, where you can follow our guided snorkeling tour, or explore on your own. Next, upon arrival 

in Yelapa you can tour the village visiting the Rosewood Artisans, the local church, and other local sights 

and then swim under the waterfall (seasonal). Afterwards, we will have lunch at one of the beach 

restaurants and then relax on the spectacular beach. Small groups and personalized service make this a 

must for those who want to explore, and see a unique part of Mexico. The „Pie Ladies of Yelapa‟ are 

literally world famous, and their pies and fresh breads are a must try! The ladies work in Yelapa, as well 

as Las Animas Beach, and Majahuitas Eco Beach.  Duration: Approx 8 hrs. Tours **Daily except Sundays. 
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Marietas Islands: The Marietas Islands are a series of barrier islands on the north entrance of the 

bay that provide a wonderful sanctuary for a great variety of marine life. The area was declared a 

national park on April 25, 2005. There are over 80 species of birds that nest at the islands, including 

30 rare species, and several very rare species including the Blue Footed Booby Birds. A great variety of 

colorful tropical fish live along the cliffs, coves, and reefs as well as Octopus, Eels, Spotted Rays, 

Seahorses, Bat Rays, and lobster. There are also giant Manta Rays, and Sea Turtles that visit this area. 

Our most popular residents are the Dolphins that live in the bay and like to play in the bow waves of our 

boats. Upon arrival, our guide will provide instruction and assistance for snorkeling and then relax on a 

secluded natural beach. 

 

**Available as a sailing tour, or a catamaran tour.    Duration: Approximately 8 hrs.  

 

Las Caletas: Nestled in a secluded nature preserve on the southern shores of Banderas Bay, Las 

Caletas is Vallarta Adventures' own exclusive tropical beach hideaway. Only accessible by sea, you will 

cruise there aboard our catamarans where you can enjoy an unforgettable day of sunshine, fun, and 

adventure. Throughout the day our expert guides will be on hand to offer snorkeling, scuba diving, and 

kayaking tours. A large variety of activities, something for everyone! The chance to discover and explore 

the calm, clear waters and hidden charms of this isolated cove we're so proud of. Away from the water 

there's an abundance of other activities; learn to cook Paella, discover Las Caletas' prolific flora and bird 

life on a walk through the jungle and orchid gardens, or interactive parrot center. 

http://vallartatoursandactivities.com/?p=212
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*Available at an extra cost: Spa Services, Clay Modeling Class, Snorkeling with the Sea Lions, Diving 1 tank or 2 

(depending on experience whether avail.), and Beginning Scuba Lesson and ‘Resort’ Certification (valid only on this 

vacation) available.  Duration: Approx. 8 hrs 

 

1/2 day Snorkeling: El Colomitos on the south shore a secret waiting to be discovered.. Come 

enjoy this wonderful morning with our crew. This secluded stretch of beach provides the ideal location for 

snorkkeling. A morning of fun and sun for you and your family. This is the perfect tour for someone who 

wants to be out in the sun and water for a little while, but does not want an 8 hour trip! 

 

 

Day Sailing: For all you first time sailors out there, this is a chance to get your sea legs and learn 

from the experts. You'll appreciate the relaxation and comfort of our sailing boats. Trust the sails to blow 

us to whatever you are looking for; secluded beaches, tropical waters, secret hideaways, all this and more. 

You may have the chance to see Sea Turtles, year round resident Dolphins (our bay has Bottlenose, 

Spinner, and spotted Dolphins), giant Manta Rays, Humpback Whales (seasonal), lots of fish, and exotic 

birds.  

Sailing to: Yelapa & Majahuitas, the Marietas Islands, Los Arcos 1/2 day, Whale Watching (Seasonal), or just a day of 

luxurious pleasure sailing.  
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Pirates of the Bay (Pirate Land): Whether it‟s kayaking, a day of snorkeling, or just a day of family 

fun at the beach this is the cruise for you! Our cruise is a day full of adventure and excitement. We have a crew of 

pirates waiting to entertain you and your family; this is one of the best day cruises for families with children. Cruise 

Includes: Breakfast, lunch (that kids like – bbq chicken), open-bar, and a fantastic pirate show, games on the beach, 

kayaking, snorkeling, and dancing and fun on board for the whole family.    Available: Monday-Saturday at 9:00 am.   

Duration: Approximately 8 hrs 

 

 

Los Arcos, Las Animas, Quimixto: Cruising across the bay, you will have a chance to see Sea 

Turtles, Giant Manta Rays, Dolphins; Spotted, Spinner, and Bottle Nosed, and Whales (seasonal). We will 

then stop at the National Underwater Marine Park, Los Arcos, for some snorkeling fun. Here there is a 

variety of fish, make sure to bring an underwater camera! Next it is on to Las Animas where those that 

choose to spend the day at the beach, will debark. Las Animas is an incredibly beautiful beach with gentle 

waves, where you can jetski, parasail, visit the adventure park, or just hang-out in your sling-back chair 

in the sand. Truly a treat and a must see when visiting Puerto Vallarta! Next it is on to Quimixto. We 

will hike (horseback riding optional, but not included) up to see the waterfall and you can swim in the we 

will return to Las Animas for everyone to enjoy sometime on this spectacular beach! 
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Duration: Approximately 8 hrs.  

 

Jet-ski Safari: This is a half-day snorkel and jet-ski adventure! Leaving from the Marina Vallarta , 

we will jet-ski across the bay to snorkel at the beautiful El Colomitos Beach on the south coast for a short 

time and enjoy one of the most wonderful beaches in the bay. Only available at 9:00 AM, 11:15 AM, 

and 1:30 PM.  

**Note: All Jetski drivers must be 18 or older. Use of life-vest mandatory.  

Includes: Snorkel equipment, fruit and bottled water, jetski and snorkel instructor and guide. Duration: 

Approx. 2 hr 
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Scuba Diving 

No matter which site you choose to scuba at, we know that you will go back thinking, “Wow, 

the Pacific Ocean does have great Scuba Diving.” You will be amazed at what you see, and 

encounter in Puerto Vallarta‟s wonderful tropical waters. 

LAS MARIETAS ISLANDS: The Marietas Islands Marine Reserve has now become one of the 

most popular areas in Western Mexico for scuba diving. Part of an underwater mountain range that 

peaks above the ocean's surface, the Marietas Islands mark the entrance to Banderas Bay from the 

Pacific Ocean. With Vallarta Adventures Beginners, and Certified Divers can share an exciting day with 

friends and family who don't dive. On our Sunday thru Friday trips to the Marietas Islands, non-divers 

can spend the day sea kayaking or snorkeling while you enjoy exceptional scuba diving in the crystal clear 

waters of the Mexican Pacific - so make your reservations with Best Puerto Vallarta Tours TODAY! 

 

Trip details: Boat: Mid-sized Catamaran, Water Temp: 65-89°F/18-31°C, Average Visibility: 60 ft/18 m, Depth: 

25-75 ft/7.5-23 m. Includes: PADI Certified Dive Master, BCD, Wetsuit, Regulator, Weights, 1 Scuba Tank or 2 

Tanks (Must be Certified and have dive certification card at the time of the dive) Lunch and beverages. 

LAS CALETAS:  Something for everyone! Beginners, and Certified Divers can explore the treasures 

of Banderas Bay while non-divers enjoy a fun-filled day of beach combing, lazing in the sun and 
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snorkeling with sea lions. Las Caletas' private cove offers something for everyone, combining fantastic 

diving with one of Mexico's most famous beaches - so make your reservations NOW! 

 

Trip details: Tanks: 1 (beginner divers), if you wish to dive with 2 tanks (Must be Certified and have dive certification 

card at the time of the dive), Boat: Mid-sized Catamaran, Water Temp: 65-89°F/18-31°C, Average Visibility: 60 

ft/18 m, Depth: 25-80 ft/7.5-39.6 m, Includes: the Las Caletas Day trip. 

 

 

Los Arcos Night Dive: One of Mexico's most popular marine reserves, Los Arcos is a cluster of 

granite islands that perch out of the water in the southern part of Banderas Bay. With depths ranging 

from 30-1600 feet, the waters surrounding Los Arcos are the deepest in the entire bay, offering 

experienced divers the perfect environment for night diving in Vallarta. Certified divers can discover the 

thrill of night diving in the Devil's Canyon and El Bajo, the fascinating underwater mountain range, while 

witnessing the abundant lobster, octopus and other marine life that can only be seen at night. 

 

Trip details: Tanks: 1, Boat: Mid-sized Catamaran, Water Temp: 65-89°F/18-31°C, Average Visibility: 60 ft/18 m, 

Depth: 30-80 ft/7.5-39.6 m, Includes: the Las Caletas Day trip. 

El Morro: Six miles West of Marietas Islands, on the edge of Banderas Bay, lays El Morro, a series of 

rock pinnacles extending above the surface of the blue waters of the Pacific Ocean. With depths of up to 
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150 ft, El Morro offers wall diving, caves and a 50 ft tunnel, giving experienced divers the chance to 

practice more technical diving in a remote location. Home to a great diversity of marine life including 

lobsters, turtles, octopus, sharks, sea horses, dolphins, jacks, yellowtails, sailfish, the largest moray eels 

and manta rays you've ever seen. Trips to this spectacular dive site are available to small groups of Advanced Certified 

Divers only, or Certified Divers with a previous Vallarta Adventures Dive. Don't miss the dive of a lifetime!  

 

Trip Details: 2 Tanks, Thursdays Only, Boat: 46' Newton Special, Water Temp: 62-82°F/17-28°C, Average, 

Visibility: 40-120 ft/12-36.5 m, Depth: 30-80 ft/9-39.6 m, PADI certified divemaster, BCD, Wetsuit, Regulator, 

Weights, 2 scuba tanks, Lunch and beverages 

EL Chimo: This beautiful dive site is located off of the southern point of Banderas Bay. Forget 

snorkeling here. This is an incredible place abundant with sea life of all sizes; the pinnacles rising from the 

plateau create ideal diving conditions. The dive site is more than a quarter of a mile, and well worth the 

trip.  

 

Trip Details: 2 Tanks, Thursdays Only, Boat: 46' Newton Special, Water Temp: 62-82°F/17-28°C, 

Average,Visibility: 40-120 ft/12-36.5 m, Depth: 30-80 ft/9-39.6 m Includes: 2-tank Scuba Dive, PADI 

certified divemaster, BCD, Wetsuit, Regulator, Weights, 2 scuba tanks, Lunch and beverages on shore. 
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**Only Available as a private dive when purchased separately for a group of 8 or more. 

 

Los Anegados: This rock bank lays half way between El Morro and the Marietas Islands in a 

relatively sheltered area of the outer limits of Banderas Bay. The bank starts at around 30 ft below the 

ocean's surface and is full of caves and interesting rock formations. The highlight of this dive is the chance 

to see nurse sharks which are often sighted here. Los Anegados is a popular dive after the deeper descents 

at El Morro and, due to the shallower depths here, it is common that you will see bottom dwellers such 

as rays and eels. Pelagics such as Tuna and Jacks are also very common here, and the famous giant 

mantas. Nurse sharks are generally a gentle shark which mostly swims away when approached by 

humans. This makes them perfect for open water shark diving. Nurse sharks can often be found on sandy 

ocean floors resting during the day or at water depths of less than 60ft so divers can experience these 

sharks with an open water qualification. Some larger specimens prefer deeper reefs and shelves more 

than 100ft into the ocean, this will require an advanced open water certification or higher. 

 

**This popular scuba tour gives you the chance to enjoy a one tank dive at both El Morro and Los Anegados. Trip 

Details: 2 Tanks, Thursdays Only, Boat: 46' Newton Special, Water Temp: 62-82°F/17-28°C, Average,Visibility: 

40-120 ft/12-36.5 m, Depth: 30-80 ft /9-39.6 m, PADI certified divemaster, BCD, Wetsuit, Regulator, Weights, 

2 scuba tanks, Lunch and beverages **Wednesdays only. 

LA CORBETEÑA: Surrounded by the blue waters of the Pacific 40 miles from Puerto Vallarta, this 

remote island attracts all manner of sea life. A profusion of manta rays, turtles, sharks and dolphins are 

native to these waters, and huge schools of Jack tuna circle this tiny island in search of food. Offering 

certified divers the chance to explore the caves, steep walls, and arches. Corbeteña is a great dive site 
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with moderate currents and depths of up to 120 feet, with visibility ranging from 60-120 ft. Trips to 

this incredible dive site are limited to small groups of experienced divers.  

 

Trip Details: 2 Tanks, Thursdays Only, Boat: 46' Newton Special, Water Temp: 62-82°F/17-28°C,  Average 

Visibility: 40-120 ft/12-36.5 m, Depth: 30-80 ft /9-39.6 m, PADI certified divemaster, BCD, Wetsuit, Regulator, 

Weights, 2 scuba tanks, Lunch and beverages  

**Only Available as a private dive when purchased separately for a group of 8 or more. 

 

EL SEQUIAL: This submerged "table top" island lies approximately 1km north of La Corbeteña and 

is a haven for large marine life. Approximately 300 meters long, this dive location appears like a giant 

sunken football field at a depth of between 60ft and 80ft full. Unique diving experience: Incredible drop-

offs on each side of the table-top make for an unforgettable diving experience! With El Sequial being 

located outside of Banderas Bay, visibility is often much better at than at other dive sites closer to Puerto 

Vallarta. The word Sequial means a "dry area" indicating that it is one of the few shallow areas close to 

the Corbeteña island. Depths in this area surrounding the bay go down to over 1.5 miles. The depths 

make it an area frequentlu populated by large marine life such as Tuna, Sailfish, and sometimes White-

tipped Reef Sharks. 
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Trip Details: 2 Tanks, Thursdays Only, Boat: 46' Newton Special, Water Temp: 62-82°F/17-28°C, 

Average,Visibility: 40-120 ft/12-36.5 m, Depth: 30-80 ft /9-39.6 m, PADI certified divemaster, BCD, Wetsuit, 

Regulator, Weights, 2 scuba tanks, Lunch and beverages  

**Only Available as a private dive when purchased separately for a group of 8 or more. 

 

Best Puerto Vallarta Tours DIVING GUIDELINES: 

 Please read and take into consideration the following guidelines when planning to book a Scuba diving 

tour with Vallarta Adventures: 

1.  Divers must hold a valid certification card to participate in our diving programs or Non-certified              

divers need to complete a Discover Scuba pool lesson before their first dive. Beginner Dive Classes and 

PADI certification courses available. 

2.  Certified divers must bring certification card/log-book. 

3.  Certified divers who have not logged a dive in the past year will be required to take a scuba refresher 

course before diving. 

4.  To participate in the El Morro, Corbeteña, Los Anegados, El Sequial dives, you must have a valid Open 

Water Certification Card and a previous dive with Vallarta Adventures in the last seven days or you must 

have 25 logged dives shown in your log-book which you must bring. 

http://www.vallarta-adventures.com/tours/get-introduced/discover-scuba-learn-to-dive-resort-course
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5.  Non-certified divers will only be allowed one tank dives available at these Dive Sites: Las 

Marietas and Las Caletas. 

6.  Certified divers are automatically entitled to participate in 2 tank dives down to a maximum depth 

of 60 ft. 

7.  Advanced divers can participate in 2 tank dives down to a maximum depth of 120 ft. 

8.  Supervision is normally 1 Dive master to 3 diver pairs using the buddy system. If the number of 

divers is uneven, the uneven number will be paired with the dive master. 

9.  No Diving within 24 hours of your flight home. 

10. An Acknowledgement of Risk will need to be signed before participating in any of our dive programs. 

11. All divers must be in good health and not have present any respiratory, cardiovascular, or ear 

problems. 

12. Be in good mental and physical condition for diving. 

13. Avoid being under the influence of alcohol or drugs before or while diving. 

14. Must be at least 10 years old, not be pregnant, and not have plans to fly within 24 hours of the last 

completed dive. 

While we do allow children ages 10 and up to participate in dive courses at Marietas Islands and Las 

Caletas, we recommend the parents provide the child‟s wetsuit and BCD as our smallest sizes start with 

adult extra small. 

 

**If you have any questions about these guidelines, please make notes, and ask at the time of booking. 

 

 

 

http://www.vallarta-adventures.com/tours/las-marietas-dive
http://www.vallarta-adventures.com/tours/las-marietas-dive
http://www.vallarta-adventures.com/tours/dive-sites/las-caletas-dive
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Gay Tours 

**All of the tours that we sell are Gay-Friendly, below is the Gay Tours and Gay-Only Tours. No Minors permitted on 

any of the tours below 

Diana’s Full Day Tour: Puerto Vallarta's now famous gay and lesbian cruise, get ready for a full 

day of fun, sun, snorkeling, beach volleyball, swimming, or just relaxing on a beautiful beach. And don't 

worry our cruise is also "Straight Friendly" so please bring 'em along. This is an excursion not to be 

missed.  

 

The Full Day Cruise Includes: A full day of fun in the sun, Continental Breakfast, Snacks, Unlimited Beer, 

Open Bar, Sit Down Lunch on Shore with a Beer or Beverage, Snorkeling, and a visit to Diana's Beach - 

Post Cruise Cocktail on the Rooftop of Blue Chairs.  Recommended: Beach towel, sun screen, and $$ for 

souvenirs and tipping.  

Wet and Wild Tour: More than a tour! This is a fun experience that is becoming one of the most 

popular gay tours in all of Mexico! Puerto Vallarta‟s gay scene is one of the best in the world! It is an 

ideal place to find delicious treats that will surprise you. We will snorkel in this ideal setting, exotic 

tropical fish, golden sand, crystal clear waters, and the sexiest men of our on board crew! At a great 

price, and value that offers a unique experience not to be missed. 
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ATVs (Gay Only): **See Rio Cuale ATV. Tuesday afternoons we go gay only, come have a blast with 

us! Gay Friendly every day! Large groups accommodated with advance notification please. 

Gay Only Canopy: **See Canopy Los Veranos. Monday Afternoons we go gay only, so come along 

and party with us! Large groups accommodated with advance notification please! 

 

Sunset Party Cruise: This 5 ½ hour sunset cruise takes off promptly at 2 and ends at…sunset! We 

have the hottest GOGO Boys, and the best party in town. So come and enjoy this fun sunset party just 

for you! 

 

Boana Hot Springs: Come and enjoy your evening in an intimate location by candlelight. Our 

natural hot springs provide for a wonderful experience not to be missed when visiting Puerto Vallarta. 

This is a men’s only tour. Includes: Open-bar (national drinks), transportation, candlelit dinner, and unforgettable 

memories. 5 PM – Midnight Every Tuesday 
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Boana Horse Back Riding: From a ranch north of Vallarta you take a leisurely ride up the 

hillside among the tropical deciduous forest and river, where you can stop for a dip.  A hilltop 

restaurant provides some food and drinks and quite a view. Gay groups of two or more people, with a 

gay friendly tour guide. Daily - 2:30 pm. Includes: Transportation, Snack & 2 drinks at the mountain, Swim in 

the river (bring your towel) 

 

 

Gay Vallarta’s Bar Hopping Bus Tour: This is a great way to get to know the area. We 

will take you to 7 of the best bars in heart of the romantic zone. It will give you a chance to get to 

know the lay of the land in gay Vallarta. We are also straight friendly, so you can bring them with 

you too! 

    

Includes: Bar covers and one welcome drink in each location. So, come and get your party on with us at the Bar 

Hopping Gay Vallarta tour. 
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Horseback Riding and Ranch Tours 

½ day or whole day tours available 

Hacienda el Divisadero: This beautiful ranch is located in the Sierra Madre Mountains just one hour 

south of Puerto Vallarta. We start the day with an authentic ranch breakfast, with hand-made tortillas 

and fresh panela cheese. We will then visit the cool clear waters of the El Tuito River and see the ancient 

Petroglyphs discovered approximately 300 years ago and as yet undeciphered. We will have the 

opportunity to taste the unique flavor of Raicilla. This beverage is known only to the area surrounding 

Puerto Vallarta. Hacienda el Divisadero has been producing this „nectar of the Gods‟ for many 

generations.  

 

You will have a chance to witness the process and sample the product, slightly smokey in flavor and 

warm, but smooth. Make sure to try the Gondo Berry Margaritas. I have not encountered them 

anywhere else and they are PHENOMENAL! Enjoy this delightful day by hiking or from horseback. Highly 

recommended tour for all ages. Includes a phenomenal ranch lunch and beverages. 

 

Rancho Capomo: This beautiful place is located north of Puerto Vallarta, you will have a chance to 

ride to a spectacular waterfall, cross the river, and do a little hiking. Includes a traditional ranch style 

lunch and margaritas, beer, sodas, or bottled water. 
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Dolphins and Sealions 

Wildlife Connection: Swim with the Dolphins in the Wild: This is truly an amazing 

experience, for nature lover‟s and eco-tourists alike. The tour starts with a short education about Dolphin 

life, habitat, history, and their physical structure. We will depart from the private marina „Opequimar‟, 

once in the open water we head to the Dolphin‟s traditional morning feeding grounds. When we locate 

the pod, we will then proceed to follow them to their „play area‟.  

 

This is where the dolphins are most likely to swim with us, and you can have a personal encounter, with 

a Dolphin in the Wild! This is truly a once in a lifetime experience, as when the Dolphin CHOOSES to 

swim with you, it is not because they are trained to. Come see these amazing creatures in their natural 

habitat in the open ocean. Remember A Free Dolphin is a Happy Dolphin! 
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Vallarta Adventures and Aquaventuras Water Park Programs: We kindly request 

that you do not use sunscreen when participating in our Dolphin Programs. Sunscreen is toxic to the Dolphins, unless 

it is the "green" Biodegradeable type. We appreciate your support for the health of our Dolphins.  

Dolphin Kids Vallarta Adventures : This program is designed specially kids. A wonderful first 

experience, our shallow water gives your child the confidence to approach these wonderful creatures. A 

first for petting, touching, learning, and your Dolphin Kiss! For kids ages 4-8 Only Available: Daily except 

Saturdays. 

 

 

 

Dolphin Encounter Vallarta Adventures : This is a great experience for families with 

younger children. I highly recommend it. It is an opportunity for a close up experience with these 

magnificent creatures. Petting, Touching, Hand-Shake, Kiss, and Dancing, plus free time with the 

Dolphin. You‟ll get closely acquainted with these friendly and curious characters. Feel their smooth skin, 

feed them their favorite treat, kiss and play with them and communicate one-on-one using your newly 

learned hand signals. 

 

Approx: 45 mins. Includes: Towel, Bottled Water, and Lockers. Avail.: Daily Min. Age: 12 years old. Children under 

12 must be with a paying adult, Children 1-3 free of charge in Family Encounter. **Pregnant women not allowed to 

participate. 
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Dolphin Swim Experience Vallarta Adventures : Here's your chance to chat, cuddle, 

play and swim with these charming and gentle creatures. This program starts with an interactive 

orientation by our dolphin experts, teaching you all about the dolphin's anatomy, physiology and unique 

characteristics. You'll learn special hand training signals and positive reinforcement to communicate 

directly with these highly intelligent creatures giving you a unique insight into how these enigmatic 

mammals behave. You'll wade into the clear shallow waters of our specially designed pool to begin your 

exclusive dolphin swim experience. Get to know your new friends up close, with playful hugs and kisses. 

You'll also get the opportunity to take a ride across the pool from one of our dolphin friends. It's an 

experience you'll never forget! Don't miss this chance for you and your family to make a life-long 

connection with the ocean's most curious and playful animals. 

 

Approximately: 60 mins. Includes: Towel, Bottled Water, and Lockers. Avail: Daily Min. Age: 5 yrs old (Children 5-11 

must be with a paying adult) Min. Height: 4'5" ft (1.35m) **Pregnant women not allowed to participate. 

 

 

Signature Dolphin Swim Vallarta Adventures : Our Signature Swim offers the smallest 

group size available anywhere to swim with dolphins. Before jumping in the pool, our staff will begin a 

short interactive briefing introducing you to the fascinating world of dolphins. We'll show you how to use 

special hand signals and positive reinforcement to communicate with them one-on-one. 

 

Then it's straight in to the water of our Dolphin Lagoon for quality time with your new marine mammal 

friends. Interact with these inspirational animals as they swim around and beneath you during the 
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interactive portion of the program. You will not get closer than this!! Interacting with our dolphins leaves 

a lasting impression on your heart and mind, as you are immersed in an amazing experience. Our 

Signature Swim program is intimate, exhilarating, enlightening, and tender-all rolled into a swirl of 

shared laughter, caring, and learning. 

Approx: 60 mins  Avail.: Daily **Pregnant women not allowed to participate. Min. Age: 5 yrs old (Children 5-11 

must be with a paying adult). Min. Height: 4'5" ft (1.35m). 

 

 

Dolphin Extreme Vallarta Adventures: Gives you the opportunity to meet our dolphin 

family underwater. Equipped with a mask, snorkel, and fins you will become immersed in the dolphin's 

world while snorkeling, free swimming, riding, and playing with the dolphins underwater. A visit from 

our sea lion friends caps off this unique adventure. You will have complete freedom to dive down and 

swim alongside the dolphins. They will even tow you across the pool underwater! Diving with motorized 

water scooters, you will playfully glide around the pool. Grab a boogie board and get ready for an 

exhilarating foot-push across the pool.  This program also includes the Sea Lion Encounter.  

 

Approx: 80 mins Avail.: Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri, & Sat **Children 8 years or older with strong swimming abilities. 

**Pregnant women not allowed to participate. 

 

Dolphin Trainer for a Day Vallarta Adventures : If you love dolphins, or have ever 

thought about being a dolphin trainer, the adventure of a lifetime awaits you in Puerto Vallarta 

Mexico! As an active member of our team of marine mammal experts, you'll be in close contact with our 

family of Pacific Bottlenose dolphins - both in the pool and poolside throughout the day. From feeding 

and behavioral training techniques, to helping our dolphin trainers during the Dolphin Encounter and 

Swim with Dolphin programs, you'll learn the basic skills of caring for and training the dolphins, as you 

assist our trainers in every aspect of their work. This program includes the Signature Dolphin Swim and 

the Sea Lion Encounter.  
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Approx: 4 1/2 hrs. Avail: Mon, Tues, Wed, Thur, & Fri. Min. Age: 12 years old 

 

Sealion Encounter Vallarta Adventures: Our Sea Lion Encounter program is the ideal way 

to get to know our fun flippered friends up close and personal. Designed to be both educational and fun, 

this hands-on program begins with a short poolside introduction to the sea lions' unique physiology, 

feeding habits and behaviors. These nimble and adorable sea lions are always telling you exactly what's on 

their minds. Their barks, honks, and trumpets will have everyone giggling. You'll be smitten with these 

lovable characters as they charm you with their wit, intelligence, and skill. Watch your friendship develop 

through gentle petting, a shake of a flipper or two, and if you're really lucky, a big fishy kiss. We limit 

group sizes so you can make the most of this unforgettable opportunity to interact with the ocean's most 

flirtatious mammals. 

 

 

 

Dolphin Encounter Aquaventures Waterpark: This is a great experience for families with 

younger children. I highly recommend it. It is an opportunity for a close up experience with these 

magnificent creatures. Petting, Touching, Hand-Shake, Kiss, and Dancing, plus free time with the 

Dolphin. Our small groups make this a great first experience. 
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Also Includes: Dolphin Show, Sea Lion Show, access to slides, lazy river, and pools.  

 

Dolphin Swim Adventure Aquaventuras Waterpark : During this great adventure, 

you and the dolphin will share wonderful moments. It includes a handshake, kiss on the cheek, belly ride, 

boogie-board ride, and free time swimming with the dolphins. 

  

Also Includes: Dolphin Show, Sea Lion Show, access to slides, lazy river, and pools. With all Dolphin and Sea Lion 

Programs Lockers are provided at no-charge, and the innertubes for the slides are also no-charge. 

 

Royal Dolphin Swim Aquaventuras Waterpark : Full of excitement and thrills. This is a 

high speed, adrenaline filled tour. You will get acquainted with the dolphins first with a handshake, hugs, 

and a kiss on the cheek. Then two dolphins will take you a ride called the “Double Dorsal Fin Tow”, this is 

fast and extremely thrilling! Then you will get the ride of your life with the “Foot Push”, the two 

dolphins will push you through the air, you will glide effortlessly as they boost you from the soles of your 

feet.  This is truly an experience of a lifetime. 

Also Includes: Dolphin Show, Sea Lion Show, access to slides, lazy river, and pools. With all Dolphin and Sea Lion 

Programs Lockers are provided at no-charge, and the innertubes for the slides are also no-charge. Dolphin area: is 

open every day. The Aquatic Park: is open Tuesday to Sunday, from 10:00 am to 05:00 pm. The minimum age to 

participate in the Dolphin Encounter program is 1 year old and fit the life vest. 
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Children less than 4'7" must swim with a paying adult. The use of safety vests is required in all water programs. For 

safety reasons, pregnant women with more than 5 months are not allowed in any of our aquatic activities. Pregnant 

women with 5 months or less will be able to participate only if accompanied by another paying adult, and having 

signed the waiver of responsibility form.  

 

 

Sealion Encounter Aquaventuras Waterpark: These wonderfully hilarious creatures are 

such a joy to interact with. This is a once in a lifetime chance to play, pet, and hug these funny 

creatures. 

 

Waterpark Entrance Passes: Entrance to the waterpark only. Includes: Dolphin Show, Sea Lion 

Show, access to slides, lazy river, and pools, and much more! A day of family fun! 
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Sunset and Night Tours 

Pirates Sunset Dinner Cruise: Sing, dance, and laugh until you cry during the entertaining 

shows and games by your Pirate Crew. Your adventure includes a fascinating Pre-Hispanic fire ritual, 

preformed in the ancient Mayan language. This is a chance for you to witness Mexico‟s rich heritage, 

shared with you in this beautiful ceremony. Top off the night with a spectacular Pirates of the Bay show, 

including a grand finally of an amazing fireworks show. 

 

Includes: Contests & prizes, a pre-Hispanic show representing the Aztec Dance of Fire from more than 500 years 

ago, a fantastic pirate show, & the grand finale fireworks show…Pirate Fiesta! With music and dancing. Open-Bar 

and a delicious dinner, includes red and white wine. 

 

Rythms of the Night: As night falls, Las Caletas is transformed into a magical paradise, the 

ultimate backdrop for our exclusive event, Rhythms of the Night - an amazing voyage that will transport 

you to a mystical and spiritual land that time forgot. Your adventure begins with a scenic ocean cruise 

across Banderas Bay to the isolated cove of Las Caletas. 

 

As the sun sinks into the Pacific Ocean and darkness descends, you'll enjoy a privileged view of the 

shimmering lights scattered along the coastline. In a hypnotic and exhilarating spectacle, stories of an 
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ancient civilization are told through live music and modern dance as one of Mexico's most innovative 

contemporary dance troupes transport you on a magical and mystical journey through time. After the 

show, end a perfect evening with a nightcap, and dancing beneath the stars on the short cruise back to 

your point of departure. Includes: Open-Bar & a delicious dinner. Avail.: Mon. – Sat 

 

Mexican Fiesta:  

 

The fiesta is a wonderful celebration of Mexican Culture. You will have a chance to witness the dancers in 

the brightly colored beautiful gowns, as the perform the traditional dances from seven different regions 

in Mexico. The „Charro‟ or Cowboy has a very long, proud history in Mexico. The Charros will show off 

their special skills along with their specially trained „dancing‟ horses. The horses will dance to the live 

Mariachi music! Come and enjoy this special celebration of Mexican history and tradition at Rancho 

Palma Real! Includes: Open-Bar (National Drinks) & a delicious traditional Mexican Ranch dinner. Avail.: Thursdays 

Only 

 

Sunset Sailing: You are sure to have a fantastic evening, full of romance and beauty. During Whale 

Watching season we may have the opportunity to see one of their amazing displays of agility in jumping. 

Go sailing, relax, and enjoy the show of the stars! 
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Included: Snacks, wine, and national drinks.  Available: Tue, Wed, Thur, and Fri  Duration: Approximately 3 ½ hrs.    

 

Cultural Tours 

San Sebastian: A beautiful and relaxing day deep in the Sierra Madre Mountians. This wonderful, 

hidden gem was established in the late 1600‟s by 3 families from Spain. San Sebastian was booming with 

silver mining into the 1790‟s. The population was once more than 30,000 people. Now approximately 

1500 residents live here. You will tour the original Silver Mine Hacienda. We will then tour the Coffee 

Hacienda. The coffee produced here today is of the highest quality, grown organically, picked and washed 

by hand, dried in the sun, and roasted in our traditional methods. 

 

You will have a chance to sample this nectar and purchase, we offer dark roast, medium, and the 

favorite, chocolate and cinnamon flavors. Next it is on the the town plaza we will tour the beautiful 

church famous for the paintings inside, and the museum managed and maintained by the last surviving 

pure Spanish blood woman in town. You will hear first hand the heritage of the town and families living 

here. Includes: A fantastic traditional Mexican lunch and bottled water on board. Available: Monday, Wednesday, and 

Friday 
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Bull Fights:   

   

Watch four young, brave matadors as the show you the grace and elegance of this ancient sport, dating 

back to 2,000 years before Christ. This is one of Mexico‟s cultural heratiges from the Spain. Puerto 

Vallarta is one of the training grounds for the young Matadors before moving on to fight in the massive 

bullfighting arena in Mexico City. In Mexico City the arena seats more than 60,000 spectators.  

Only Wednesdays at 5:30 (Seasonal approximately Novemeber – June), varies slightly year to year, 

depending on the rain. 

 

Tequila Tour: On the way to Tequila, we will stop in peaceful Rincon de Guayabitos and enjoy a 

delicious breakfast. We will then head into the "Valle de Cactlan" and on to the "Volcan Ceboruco". We will 

also have a chance to see the temples "Ixtlan del Rio" which are round in shape to honor the Wind God 

"Ehecatl". 

 

As we go deep into the heart of "Tequila" in the state of Jalisco, we will visit the La Cofradia factory. 

Here you will see the entire process and have a chance to sample this nectar of the Gods. 
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Includes: Breakfast, Lunch, and entry fees.   Available: Only on Wednesday. 

 

Huichol Indian Tour: The Huichol Indians from this region of the Sierra Madre Mountains, are one 

of the only known tribes, in the world, to have maintianed a large part their heritage intact. Including 

the language, ceramonies, and traditions. Life in the village you will travel to, is still lived much the same 

as it was in the 1500‟s when the Spanish Missionaries tried to convert them to Christianity. Enjoy a day 

experiencing a culture apart from any you have ever experienced before. Learn about their life, culture, 

and religion. See the "Marakame" perform a Asylum ceramony. Witness life, in it‟s simple and enjoyable 

form. 

 

Includes: Breakfast, Lunch, and entry fees.  Available: Only on Friday. 

 

San Blas: This is the historical site of a Spanish fort, founded in the late 1600‟s and is positioned on a  

high cliff. Here you will have a chance to tour through the "Fuerte de San Basilio" ruins of the old Spanish 

Fort. You will also have the chance to go up the river "La Tovara"  through the majestic natural caves 

where you will see amazing birds and we will visit the crocodile reserve in "El Manantial", we will also 

have a chance to see the natural wildlife in the surrounding areas. 

 

Available: Only on Thursdays. Includes: Guided tour, Breakfast, Lunch, and all entry fees. 
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City Tour: We will start by showing you the tourist complex called, Marina Vallarta; its residential 

zone, the Golf Course, and Yacht Club. Next we head to downtown passing first through El Pitillal 

district. Upon arriving at El Malecón, which translates literally to The Boardwalk, we will stop at the Sea 

Horse statue for a brief informational walk to see the sculptures in the area, symbols, and important 

buildings such as: the Municipal Palace, and of course the city‟s main church. We will also provide you 

with information about the city stores, from the most popular to the most fancy & exclusive. Next, the 

flea market is waiting for you. We will now head south of the bay, going through the residential zone 

(Costa de Oro & Conchas Chinas, Mirador de Los Arcos), making brief stops for picture taking and 

sightseeing along the way. Once in Mismaloya we will see the beautiful cove, and part of the set of john 

Houston‟s “Night of the Iguana” (first movie filmed here in Puerto Vallarta).  

 
The next stop will be a tequila factory to learn the process and elaboration of tequila & raicilla. Of course, 

a splendid invitation to taste one or all of these house liquors will be extended. Tequila is only produced in 

the state of Jalisco, and four bordering counties. Last but not least, we will stop in a restaurant by the 

mountain to enjoy lunch (optional). Recommended for those that have not been to Puerto Vallarta before. 

 

Jungle Trio: This tour is also recommended for first visits to Puerto Vallarta. You will get to see 

several of our famous waterfall spots. Including: Chico‟s Paradise, Chino‟s Paradise, and El Eden, as well as 

Mismaloya. It does include some shopping stops, and of course viewpoint photo opportunities. The next 

stop will be a tequila factory to learn the process and elaboration of tequila & raicilla. Of course, a 

splendid invitation to taste one or all of these house liquors will be extended. Tequila is only produced in 

the state of Jalisco, and four bordering counties. 
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This tour also gives the historical highlights of downtown. This is a great option for those that want to see 

Puerto Vallarta‟s surrounding jungle and waterfalls as well as the historical center of Puerto Vallarta. 

 

 

Botanical Gardens Tour: One of my personal favorites to recommend, as it hits all the historical 

highlights of downtown Puerto Vallarta, some light shopping, and then on to the Botanical Garden‟s. The 

Botanical Garden‟s are a favorite highlight of mine in the area. The flowers are amazing, the river clear 

and cool, and the surrounding hiking trails a wonder for any nature lover. Come and enjoy nature at its 

best. Swim in the river, walk in the gardens, hike on the trails, or relax in the Hacienda. 

*This tour is available on Thursdays only or by private guided tour. Not recommended for small children. Duration: 

Approximately 6 hrs.  
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Fishing 

All fishing tours include gear, ice, bait, and snorkeling equipment. Licence is Required. Optional Beverage and food 

available at the local deli. All boats equipped with sun-shade, and bathrooms. 

Carol Rose: 28 Ft Super Panga.  

 

 

Patty: 28 Ft Churs 

.  
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Taizz: 31 Ft Classic Bertram     

 

 

Black Marlyn: 40 Ft Bertram              Sea Victory: 30 Ft Pheonix     

 

El Matador:  
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Ecological Tours and Seasonal Tours 

Swim with the Dolphins in the Wild: This is truly an amazing experience, for nature lover‟s 

and eco-tourists alike. The tour starts with a short education about Dolphin life, habitat, history, and 

their physical structure. We will depart from the private marina „Opequimar‟, once in the open water we 

head to the Dolphin‟s traditional morning feeding grounds. When we locate the pod, we will then proceed 

to follow them to their „play area‟. This is where the are most likely to swim with us and you can have a 

personal encounter with a Dolphin in the Wild! This is truly a once in a lifetime experience, as when the 

Dolphin CHOOSES to swim with you, it is not because they are trained to. Come see these amazing 

creatures in their natural habitat in the open ocean. A Free Dolphin is a Happy Dolphin!  

 

Birding: Coffee, juice and cookies are served on the way to the observation area, while guests receive 

an educational explanation to introduce them to the world of birds, as well as information about the 

various species of birds in the area, and their habitat. We will search for the birds, and once located, 

more information about the species is provided. Binoculars and field guides provided. The Guides are 

Biologists with Masters Degrees in Marine Ecology, Science Journalist, and Professional Wildlife 

Photographer (National Geographic magazine and Animal Planet). Photography tips are provided to the 

clients. 

 

*Minimum 2 and Maximum 8 persons per group. 
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Sea Turtle Hatchling Release: (Seasonal: July 15 – Nov 15 nesting turtles – hatchlings until Jan 15) 

Guests receive an educational explanation to introduce them to the world of turtles and their 

conservation. Female turtles laying eggs are searched on the beach Our Guides are Biologists with Masters 

Degrees in Marine Ecology, Science Journalist and Professional Wildlife Photographer (National 

Geographic magazine and Animal Planet). Photography tips are given to the clients. Snacks, water and 

sodas are provided during the tour. 

 

Whale Photo Safari: (Seasonal Dec 15- Mar 15) 

 

There is no such thing as a "typical day" on this adventure tour, because often it is the "wild ones" (the 

whales and dolphins) who are in charge of the daily itinerary. We are the only company that uses a light 

aircraft spotter plane to track the whales and we have a whale sighting guarantee on the Whale Photo 

Safari. Conducted on our new all-weather inflatable speed boats to ensure a safe and comfortable ride, 

our whale watching photo safaris are guided by exceptionally talented marine mammal behavior experts 

who are passionate about protecting wildlife and the environment. As we follow these magnificent 

mammals across Banderas Bay, our professional guides' knowledge and insight will give you a deeper 

understanding and appreciation for the wildlife that you'll encounter on this unforgettable whale 

watching experience. 
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Whale Watching: (Seasonal Dec 15- Mar 15) Whales and dolphins are searched inside the bay, the 

time to find them varies. Once they are found more information about them is provided. We will most 

likely have chances to also see giant mantas, sea turtles, and with a lot of luck Orcas. Our Guides are 

Biologists with Masters Degrees in Marine Ecology, Science Journalist and Professional Wildlife 

Photographer (National Geographic magazine and Animal Planet). Photography tips are provided to the 

clients, and they participate in whale and dolphin research program. We have a hydrophone system on 

board to listen to the whales and dolphins 

 

 

Whale Watching and Sailing: (Seasonal Dec 15- Mar 15) Our trips feature an excellent 

combination of whale watching and sightseeing onboard comfortable classic sailboats. Relax with the 

excellent service and hospitality of our crew that has become our trademark. Our naturalist provides 

interesting insights about the Puerto Vallarta area, the Bay of Banderas, and about the specific sea life 

we will see. The Humpback whale is described as the most playful and majestic of all whales. During the 

winter months, Humpback Whales migrate to Banderas Bay to calve and to mate. They sing songs, and 

play on the  
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surface of the water, breeching, tail-slapping, and jumping. Watching the Humpback Whales is a 

spectacular experience and a must for everyone, at least once in their life. Throughout the day enjoy the 

delightful experience of sailing (conditions permitting), and the close harmony this brings you with the 

sea and nature.     Departures: Puerto Vallarta  8:00 am     Place: Marina Vallarta‟s Opequimar  
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Family Tours:  
 Kids 1 - 12     Kids 5 - 12 

1. Pirates of the Bay – Pirateland  1.  Pirates of the Bay – Pirateland 12.  ATV Tours 

2. Las Caletas              2.  Las Caletas             13.  ATV/Canopy Combos 

3. Los Arcos, Las Animas, and Quimixto  3.  Los Arcos, Las Animas, Quimixto 14.  Dolphins Swim/Sea Lions 

4. Beaches Tour                       4.  Marietas Islands            15.  Water Park  

5. Jungle Trio              5.  Yelapa/Majahuitas            16.  Sea Safari 

6. Hacienda el Divisadero             6.  Hacienda el Divisadero  17.  Parasailing 

7. Mayto/Tehuamixtle Private Tour  7.  Rancho Palma Real            (recommended for over 10) 

8. Rancho Capomo    8.  Beaches Tour 

9. Rancho Palma Real    9.  Mayto/Tehuamixtle Private Tour 

      10.  Dolphins Swim/Sea Lions     10.  Jungle Trio 

      11.  Whater Park             11.  Canopy Tours 
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Romance: 

1.  Rhythms of the Night   6.  Private Tour to Mayto/Tehuamixtle 

2.  Sunset Sailing    7.  Private Sailing Charter 

3.  Sailing Luxury/Day             8.  Las Caletas by Day 

4.  Pirates Sunset Dinner Cruise 

5.  Private Beaches Tour 

 

Adventure: 

 
 

1. Canopy      6.  Jetski Safari                                    

2. ATVs      7.  Sea Safari 

3. Canopy/ATV Combos    8.  Private Hiking to Petroglyphs 

4. Mountain Challenge     9.  Mayto/Tehuamixtle Private Tour 

5. Outdoor Adventure             10.  Mountain Biking 

6. Mountain Expedition with Canopy River (not listed in book) 

First Time to Puerto Vallarta: 

1. Rhythms of the Night     9.  Jungle Trio 

2. Pirate Sunset Dinner Cruise  10.  Private Tour to El Tuito Petroglyphs 

3. Yelapa              11.  Botanical Gardens Tour 

4. Canopy Tour    12.  Swim with the Wild Dolphins 

5. ATVs              13.  Dolphin Swim or Sea Lion Encounters 

6. ATV/Canopy Combos   14.  Whale Watching (seasonal) 

7. City Tour              15.  Sea Turtle Hatchling Release (seasonal) 

8. Mexican Fiesta Rancho Palma Real           16.  San Sebastian 


